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Abstract
How does task expertise affect the allocation of attention? Our theory argues that
when attention is scarce, expertise and attention are complements: a manager optimally
focuses her attention on tasks in which she has relatively more expertise; she "manages
with style." In contrast, when attention is abundant, attention and expertise become substitutes: a manager shifts her attention towards tasks she has less expertise in; she "manages
against her style." Using micro-level data on managers from two unrelated companies,
and employing various measures of time stress and managerial attention, we find converging and supporting evidence. A manager’s attention capacity determines whether she
"manages with style," or "against it." While current behavioral approaches view "managing with style" as prevalent and biased, our theory and findings suggest, instead, that it is
contingent and optimal.
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Introduction

Managerial attention in organizations is a scarce resource as humans are bounded in their
cognitive capacity (Simon 1947 and 1971; Cyert and March 1963). Upper echelons theory
(UET) (Hambrick and Mason 1984; Hambrick 2007) and the attention-based view (ABV)
(Ocasio 1997 and 2011; Ocasio and Joseph 2005) have emphasized the role of managerial and
organizational attention in shaping an organization’s behavior and outcomes. An important
proposition of these theories is that (i) given bounded rationality, managers, and the organization in general, have difficulties in processing all the stimuli and information coming from the
environment and the organization itself, and (ii) in order to cope with this cognitive deficit,
managers, and the organization as a whole, tend to bias their attention towards the set of tasks
and strategies in which they possess expertise and knowledge (lodged within managers, the
focus of UET, or reflected in a firm’s symbols, structures, routines, and roles, the focus of
ABV). Consistent with (ii), Bertrand and Schoar (2003) carefully show that executives generate recognizable patterns across several organizational choices which reflect their managerial
experience and background; in short, executives "manage with style." Several empirical studies provide convincing evidence of a systematic relationship between expertise-biased attention of managers and firm choices or outcomes (Levy 2005; Cho and Hambrick 2006; Eggers
and Kaplan 2009; Kaplan 2008; Nadkarni and Barr 2008; Zhu and Chen 2015; Barker and
Mueller 2002; Kaplan, Keblanov, and Sorenson 2012; Kilduff et al. 2000). Broadly supportive empirical reviews of UET can be found in Carpenter et al. (2004), Finkelstein et al. (2009,
Ch. 4), and Neely Jr. et al. (2020), and a review on selected papers on ABV in Ocasio (2011).
Nonetheless, the underlying mechanism of this empirical regularity – bounded rationality leading to cognitive limits – requires further scrutiny. Current approaches view "managing
with style" as prevalent, based on an assumption of pervasive bounded rationality. For instance, Hambrick et al. (2005) assume that the rationality of managers is bounded; that is,
managers "generally are confronted with more stimuli than they can attend to or adequately
process" (p.478). However, cognitive capacity – or how much rationality is bounded – may
very well vary across situations. Depending on the work environment, family demands, and
personal circumstances, managerial cognitive capacity may be abundant or scarce, varying be1

tween individuals as well as within individuals over time. Executives and organizations might
even attempt to reduce this cognitive limitation, striving to set conditions to fully process
most stimuli and information. Indeed, an important focus of ABV is to endogenize organization features or structures so that executives and the organization can manage, reduce,
and improve upon its cognitive and attention deficiencies. Thus, some important questions
to consider are: Is "managing with style" more prevalent in situations where managers are
under considerable time stress? Do managers change their attentional focus when they are
less overloaded, perhaps even rationally allocating their attention? Hambrick et al. (2005) and
Hambrick (2007) theorize along this line, predicting that due to reduced "job demands," the
expertise bias of attention will become weaker if cognitive capacity is enhanced. However,
to the best of our knowledge, no research has tackled this question empirically. For instance,
Bertrand and Schoar (2003)’s seminal paper has no data to examine the varying effect of a
manager’s attention capacity. Nor does the systematic review by Neely Jr. et al. (2020) report
any research in this area.1
We examine this issue by using a formal model and testing its predictions. Building
on Dessein and Santos (2020), our model assumes rational decision making and shows that
the allocation of managerial attention crucially depends on the degree of attention capacity.
In line with previous research, we predict that when attention is scarce, managers focus their
attention optimally on tasks in which they have more expertise. However, the model predicts
the opposite when attention is abundant: managers optimally go "against their style" and
focus more on the areas in which they have less expertise. This "flip" in attention allocation
to less experienced areas when cognitive restrictions are reduced, contradicts the attenuation
effect by Hambrick et al. (2005) and Hambrick (2007). Thus, the allocation of attention under
abundant cognitive capacity provides a crucial test for unpacking the rational versus behavioral
mechanisms underlying our theory and extant approaches, respectively.
We use micro-level data on sales and retail managers in two large, unrelated companies
to test this novel theory. Our data contains information on managers’ allocation of attention
1

Recently, Reina, Peterson, and Zhang (2017) empirically find that family-to-work conflicts reduce the

decision-making comprehensiveness of CEOs, presumably by reducing their information processing ability.
However, they do not relate the reduced breadth in decision making to prior expertise.
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across two tasks, and there is variation in attention capacity faced by managers at work, both
between managers and, for one of our companies, within managers across time. As detailed
below, our results support the model’s predictions: when attention is scarce, "managing with
style" prevails; however, when attention is abundant, "managing against one’s style" emerges.
Overall, while extant research predicts "managing with style" to be prevalent and attention to be "behaviorally" biased towards expertise, our theory and empirical findings suggest,
instead, that the allocation of attention can be contingent and optimal. As such, our theory and
findings complement the conventional behavioral approach that emphasizes biased managerial attention, and invite further analysis to investigate the underlying mechanisms driving the
relationship between cognition/attention, expertise, and firm behavior.2
The overall setup and intuition of the model is as follows. In our model, a manager has
to allocate her attention across two tasks with equal importance a priori, but she may have
different levels of expertise in each. Expertise and attention combine to yield task-specific
information, which may or may not be actionable. Specifically, the manager only adapts to
task-specific information which is sufficiently precise and informative. Such adaptation can
take the form, for example, of a creative initiative that may fail if not sufficiently thought out.
In the absence of precise information, the manager prefers to avoid adaptation and sticks to
a standard business strategy, such as maintaining "business as usual." Our main predictions
follow from this. When attention is scarce, it is optimal to devote attention to the task in
which the manager has relatively more expertise, as attention and expertise are complements.
Intuitively, devoting scarce attention to a task in which the manager has limited expertise is
likely to be a waste of time. This then yields the classic "managing with style" result, where
a manager focuses on the task with which she is more familiar. In contrast, when attention
2

Outside of management, experimental psychology studies note that, in a variety of social settings, an individ-

ual’s attention often focuses on the most salient tasks when resources are limited (Mullainathan and Sharif 2013).
Karau and Kelly (1992) show that time pressure leads group members to focus on a restricted range of familiar
task features. Shah et al. (2012) also show that resource scarcity in the form of poverty leads to an attentional
focus on borrowing to spend on time-pressured items such as food and drinks instead of saving for the long term.
However, this literature has not studied what choices subjects make when resources are abundant. This precludes
a "microfoundational/experimental" comparison between our theory and bounded rationality approaches.
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is abundant, the manager optimally devotes attention to both tasks, but more so to the task in
which she has relatively less expertise. Intuitively, abundant attention then yields actionable
information on both tasks, and is allocated in a way to compensate for the lack of expertise in
one of the two tasks. In other words, when attention is abundant, attention and expertise are
substitutes and we predict a manager to "manage against her style."3
The summary of our empirics is as follows. We use two hand-collected data sources
that contain micro-level information on managers’ allocation of attention across two equally
important tasks in their daily work. Our contexts are appealing since individual managers
in the sampled companies possess heterogeneous expertise and face different levels of attention capacity, measured by time stress. Our first data source comes from surveying managers
working for a major Japanese retail operator ("the Japanese retailer"). These retail managers
have to distribute their attention across the equally important selling and servicing tasks in one
of the twelve stores in a Tokyo sales region. Our second data source comes from surveying
sales managers at the largest beverage manufacturer in Chile ("the Chilean producer"). These
sales managers have to allocate their attention to selling the producer’s two major product
categories: beer and soft drinks. Each of the two companies has homogenous management
practices and compensation structures across managers. This helps to mitigate unobserved
heterogeneity in technological, macroeconomic, and cultural factors that might affect managerial attention. With these data sets, our paper is in a unique position to test how varying
attention capacity affects the relationship between managerial expertise and attentional focus
across tasks.
To measure expertise, for the "Japanese retailer," we use a manager’s total work experience on each task; for the "Chilean producer," we use total work experience on each product
3

The "slack search" literature studies how excess time or resources drives firm change and innovation (Cyert

and March 1963; Levinthal and March 1981; Greve 2015; Agrawal et al. 2018). We differentiate from this
literature in two ways. In addition to the rationality assumption, we assume two tasks of equal importance for the
firm, both of which need to be executed. Adaptation in our theory is within the confines of the activities that are
already performed by the firm. Thus, it is about allocation of "managerial" attention. Instead, the "slack search"
literature focusses largely on pursuing new activities and strategies, a more "radical" form of adaptation. It goes
beyond management and more towards R&D, experimentation, and entrepreneurship.
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category. To measure attention, each manager in the two companies reports her working hours
and self-rated effort intensity on each of the two tasks (for the Japanese retailer) or product
categories (for the Chilean producer). To measure attention capacity, managers reported on a
Likert scale their overall time stress at work, stemming from demands from work, personal,
and family related issues (Schriber and Gutek 1987; Mittal 1994; Andrew and Smith 1999).
To match our theoretical model, we construct ratios of the expertise and the attention measures
between the two tasks or products. The main analysis examines how the ratio of expertise, and
its interaction with time stress, impacts the ratio of allocated attention.
For the Chilean producer, we also obtained sales data for 32 months that permitted a
longitudinal data analysis. In this analysis, we use the ratio of sales volumes across product categories as the proxy of allocation of attention. Attention capacity is measured using
seasonality for its two main product categories. Specifically, scarce attention is measured by
high-temperature months. In those months, a spike in customer demand greatly impacts the
beverages sector on its sales and overall activity, increasing the time stress of sales managers
as their workload greatly increases and compensating measures are not enough (e.g., the salesforce remains largely fixed throughout seasons).
Our empirical results support the theoretical predictions of our model. Under high time
stress, managers focus their attention on the task (in the Japanese retailer) or product category (in the Chilean producer) in which they have relatively more expertise, whereas under
low time stress, managers put their attention toward the task or product in which they have
relatively less expertise. When not conditioning for time stress, we find that the relative expertise in task or product by managers, has little correlation with these managers’ allocation
of attention. Our results hold when using relatively more exogenous time stress sources, such
as family issues. The longitudinal data on monthly sales volumes of beer and soft drinks corroborates these survey-based results. Specifically, Chilean managers achieve relatively higher
sales volumes in beer than in soft drinks when they have relatively more experience in beer,
but only during high seasonal months (and vice versa if they have relatively more experience
in soft drinks). These results hold when adding manager fixed effects, and thus controlling
for their time-invariant unobservable characteristics. All in all, it is reassuring to observe the
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convergent evidence from two unrelated companies with very different businesses (retailing
vs. wholesale), products (general merchandise vs. beverages), and local culture (East Asian
vs. Latin American).
Our paper has several managerial implications. First, variations in attention capacity
are realistic in work settings: it may vary within individual managers over time as well as
between managers at a given time. Second, our finding that, under low time stress, attention is
being diverted away from one’s expertise domain has implication for job design, multitasking,
hiring, among others. On job design, firms may treat the level of time stress as a decision variable, calibrating a "right" level of stress that balances attention across domains and strategies.
Same with multitasking, depending on (endogenous) stress level, multitasking may or may
not be desirable. In hiring, relative expertise across tasks and domains might matter as much
as absolute levels.

2

Institutional context

This subsection describes the institutional context of the two companies from which we collected data and the key features of their managerial practices. Table 1 provides a summary.
<insert Table 1 here>

2.1

A large Japanese retailer

The first data source is one of the largest retailers in Japan and the world. It operates in several
retail formats, such as general merchandising stores (GMSs), shopping malls, and convenience stores. Our sample covers all 12 GMSs (“stores”) located in the Tokyo metropolitan
area, which report to the same regional headquarters. The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) classifies general merchandising stores as establishments with sufficient
equipment and staff for selling a large variety of goods from a single location. Target, Walmart, Marks and Spencer, and Tesco are companies that use a similar retail format. Two of our
sampled stores were located inside shopping malls, whereas the other ten were standalones.

6

The average floor space of the 12 stores is over 20,000 square meters. Each store employs approximately 480 employees and caters to over 11,000 daily shoppers. Annual sales per square
footage at the time of data collection (2017) was US$ 340, which is slightly higher than that
of American retailers (US$ 325).
Each store operates up to 23 departments, such as grocery, women’s wear, and children’s
apparel. Typically, over a dozen department managers report to the store manager. Department
managers supervise nonmanagerial workers in their departments. They are broadly skilled,
which is not surprising because Japanese firms are known to be more flexible in task assignments and job rotations than U.S. companies (Aoki 1990). Employees tend to have ample
opportunities to develop various skills and expertise through training and work. For example,
a merchandising employee may also work in checkout operations and order replenishment.
A grocery staff member may also be involved in sales operations, and a sales manager may
conduct marketing research in addition to originally assigned work in sales planning and execution. In this way, Japanese employees display variations in their expertise profiles and less
of a tendency toward a homogeneous set of skills.
According to executive interviews, the company classifies its ten managerial tasks into
two categories. The following five “selling tasks” compose the first category: sales (i.e., sales
planning and administration), personal selling (i.e., face-to-face selling), merchandising (i.e.,
assortment and variety), product management (i.e., freshness and hygiene), and pricing (i.e.,
discounts and incentives). These are clearly important retail tasks. The second category, “servicing tasks,” includes the shop floor (i.e., cleaning, creating displays, and decorating), order
placement (i.e., ordering products), checkout operations (i.e., cashiers and receipts), training
(e.g., on product knowledge and customer service), and personnel management (e.g., on work
shifts and hiring part-time workers). These servicing tasks are also vital for meeting customer
demands. For instance, there are usually gaps between the initial headquarters’ assortment
plan and actual sales trends. Order replenishment and product stocking in shop floor arrangement tasks are then time-sensitive responsibilities for maintaining product availability and
shopping ambience.
Notably, the store manager rarely gives direct instructions regarding the amount of time
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to be spent on a particular task, despite being in charge of overall store operations. In other
words, it is up to department managers to decide how to allocate their time across two equally
important types of tasks in their daily work. Our survey and company-supplied personnel data
included more than 180 department managers; however, some of them, such as IT or personnel
managers, indicated zero involvement in either of the two types of task. Together with missed
entries in our questionnaires and personal information, our effective sample size was reduced
to 126.
A manager’s daily work routine starts with a morning meeting during which the store
manager and all managers on duty may review various issues, such as sales, expenses, promotional activities, and customer complaints. After the daily morning meeting, managers
return to their respective floors (or units) to work on the various tasks described above. In an
afternoon meeting, managers are given further specific instructions on merchandising, sales
implementation, and customer care. Finally, the upper-level and selected department managers responsible for sales, merchandising, and marketing may also participate in a weekly
Sunday evening meeting.
Standardized documents and spreadsheets are shared before and during those meetings.
The key reference or benchmark document is the monthly sales plan that is pre-agreed upon
at the beginning of the month. The monthly sales plan specifies some operational details,
but volatility and other uncertainties still affect ongoing departmental sales. Factors such as
temperature and precipitation, large sports events, typhoons and earthquakes, seasonal health
conditions, and tourist arrivals may influence product supply, consumer purchases, and daily
operations. We noted during our onsite visits managers and employees were busy meeting
one another and managing their units/shop floors. Hence, managers must often be selective in
their attention allocation.
Finally, the regional headquarters has imposed a uniform compensation scheme and consistent management practices across the 12 stores. Managers’ compensation includes fixed pay
(based on experience, seniority, length of service, and qualification) and three possible discretionary bonuses that may total as much as five months’ salary. Performance pay is decided
by a panel of senior managers using preset criteria handed down from headquarters. These
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criteria are related to such factors as the achievement of departmental and/or storewide sales
and gross margin targets and corporate and store missions (e.g., merchandise development
and food waste). Importantly, the structures of ex-ante incentives in terms of fixed salaries
and bonuses are identical across stores and departments (see also Lo et al. 2011).

2.2

A large Chilean beverage manufacturer

The second data source is the largest Chilean manufacturer and distributor of beverages ("the
Chilean producer"). The company has four product divisions that control product marketing
and production in a decentralized way. These four product categories are beer, soft drinks,
spirits, and wine, which have the following volume shares, respectively (sales revenue shares
in parentheses): 34% (42%), 60% (42%), 4% (10%), and 2% (8%). The sales force of the
company consists of approximately 730 salespeople and 110 sales managers. Most of these
employees belong to a centralized sales unit, which provides sales services to the four product
divisions (i.e., the centralized sales force sells the entire product portfolio of the company).
Other administrative units such as finance, human resources, and logistics are also centralized.
In the large metropolitan areas of the country, around 100 salespersons and 15 sales
managers work in two independent sales units that are lodged in the spirit and wine divisions.4
Given that in our analysis, we analyze the allocation of attention across product categories,
we do not consider these two, small single-category sales units. This reduces the number of
eligible sales managers to 95. Finally, given that the number of clients that have permits to
sell alcoholic beverages is smaller than those that have no such permits, there are 29 sales
managers who supervise salespersons only selling soft drinks. Therefore, our effective sample
is reduced to 66 sales managers who face the trade off of their attention across the two product
lines. Notably, these managers have the flexibility to allocate their time on product lines during
a typical work day. According to company executives and sales data, beer and soft drinks are
the two product categories that have the same seasonality and have equal importance in terms
of sales volumes and revenues. Selling either product category involves similar steps and
4

In the remaining areas of the country, the centralized sales services unit carries the spirits and wine products.

But as mentioned earlier, their sales are minimal.
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processes, but the difference lies in knowing the product portfolio of each category and the
idiosyncratic demand of specific clients in each one of the categories.
The source of expertise variation across beer and soft drinks comes from the history
of the centralized sales service unit. This unit was created in 2005 to cater to the small and
low-density regions of Chile by merging the product-specific and independent sales forces
that were operating in these regions before 2005. After July 2016, the centralized unit was
expanded to the whole country by merging the product specific sales forces that were still
operating in the large, high-density regions until that date (with the exception, as indicated
above, of wine and spirits). As of 2017, roughly half of the sales force in the centralized unit
comes from the "2005 wave" and the other half from the "2016 wave." Thus, heterogeneous
expertise between supervisors is generated by the different historical background as part of the
product-specific sales forces. Further, these waves provides exogenous variation for expertise
across the two categories.
The sales services unit is organized as a five-layer hierarchy. Below the Chief Sales
Officer, there are four major sales areas (e.g., north or south of Chile), each with its Area Sales
Manager. Then come the 18 regions, each with an appointed Regional Sales Manager. The
next layer consists of the 30 sales districts, each one with its own office. These sales offices
lodge the final two layers: sales managers and salespeople. On average, there are roughly
three sales managers per office and 6.5 salespeople per sales manager.
Each sales office has a marketing manager who provides commercial guidelines and
serves as a liaison with the marketing areas under the jurisdiction of the four product divisions. In addition, a sales intelligence analyst at each office feeds information to the sales
force and takes care of administrative work at the location. The sales manager holds daily
sales meetings with her salespeople. This hour-long meeting occurs first thing in the morning
and allows the manager to instruct, monitor, coordinate, and communicate with her salespeople. Of the remaining workday, about 45% is devoted to planning-for and coaching-to her
salespeople; 1/3 is devoted to visiting and developing customer accounts; and the balance is
split between data analysis, planning, and administrative work such as credit evaluation and
equipment maintenance.

10

At the start of each month, sales managers receive a volume sales goal for each category
for that month. This goal is defined at the central office of the sales unit and is a combination
of two subgoals: (i) a weighted average of sales in the previous three months (approximately
a 50% weight) and the same month last year (the remaining 50%), to clients that are under the
managers’ jurisdiction (i.e., the clients whom its salespeople serve), (ii) a goal that is obtained
from disaggregating across managers the sales’ target at the office level and that is defined
by the Area Managers based on yearly budgets and other high-level strategic considerations.
Managers plan the activities of salespeople based on these monthly volume goals and adjust
selling activities accordingly as the month progresses.
The structure of compensation for sales managers is uniform across sales districts and
product lines. Achievement of sales volume (but not sales revenue) accounts for 80% of the
performance pay that in turn makes up about 60% of the total pay. As indicated above, sales
managers have a monthly volume goal for each product category. The ratios of realized sales
to sales goal for each category are then added to an overall quota achievement (in percentage
terms) using weights that capture the categories’ share of volume in the past year. This overall
goal achievement is then translated into a sale commission using a sigmoidal function which
starts paying at 75% of quota achievement and is capped at 125% of quota achievement.
Approximately 70% of the sales force is unionized.

3

A cognitive theory of manager fixed effects

To generate testable hypotheses to our context, we adapt the model of Dessein and Santos
(2020).5 Consider a manager who must divide her attention between two tasks i 2 f1; 2g. In
5

Our model simplifies the set-up in Dessein and Santos (DS), while maintaining the crucial difference be-

tween adaptive and standard strategies. Importantly, our model focuses on comparative statics with respect to
attention capacity, whereas DS studies the role of task complexity. Concretely, DS considers a set-up where a
manager imperfectly observes shocks

1

and

2

and communicates this information to a team of agents, who

must carry out tasks 1 and 2 in a coordinated way: In the presence of communication and coordination frictions,
the manager optimally communicates only about the largest perceived shock to her team: The agents, in turn,
choose an adaptive strategy only for the task on which there is communication. As in our model, the manager
must decide how to allocate her attention to learn about the shocks
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1

and

2.

Focusing attention on the task in

our empirical analysis, a task corresponds to a category of managerial tasks at the Japanese
retailer and a product category at the Chilean producer. Profits depend on how well each task
i is adapted to a random task-specific shock

i

with mean 0 and variance 1. In particular, for

each task, the manager can either choose:
(i) An adaptive strategy ai 2 R which yields a pay-off
K

2

(1 + )(ai

i)

(ii) A standard strategy ai which yields a pay-off K

2
i:

where

(1)

> 0:

Note that the pay-offs of an adaptive strategy depend on how well the manager can
observe the shock

i:

Indeed, if the manager could perfectly observe

choose an adaptive strategy ai =

i

and obtain a pay-off K > K

2
i.

i;

she would always

As we show below, the

manager will choose an adaptive strategy if and only if her information about

i

is sufficiently

precise and the expected shock is sufficiently large.
In our empirical context of the Japanese retailer and the Chilean producer, a standard strategy can be interpreted as the pre-agreed activities based on the monthly sales plan,
whereas an adaptive strategy corresponds to what the manager revises and executes as her
selling conditions evolve. Our model further assumes that pay-offs of each task enter in an
additive way, which fits quite well the Chilean application and is reasonable for the Japanese
context as well.6

3.1

Information precision, task expertise and managerial attention.

A manager’s information precision about

i

depends on her task expertise and the attention

she devotes to task task i: Formally, Let F (:) be the distribution of

i

and let si be the signal

the manager receives. We assume that with probability pi the manager observes the shock,
which the manager is an expert is optimal if and only if tasks are sufficiently complex.
6
Some complementarity of the form =
1 +
1 2 +
2 will yield similar predictions provided

is

not too large. The model’s results do not hold, however, when there is a strong complementarity between tasks.
To see this, consider a Leontief production technology where total output is determined by least productive task.
It is then (trivially) optimal to allocate more attention to the task in which one is less of an expert.
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that is si =

i;

and with probability 1

pi her signal si is pure noise with the same distribution

F (:): Since E( i ) = 0; it follows that
E( i jsi ) = pi si :
Following Dessein and Santos (2020), the manager’s precision pi is increasing in the managerial attention ti devoted to task i and her managerial expertise Ti in task i:7 We assume that
the manager’s knowledge about task i is an additive function of her expertise in task i and the
attention devoted to task i
! i = Ti + ti
p(! i ):8 Conceptually, we think of a manager

where pi is an increasing function of ! i : pi

specialized in task i as having access to more precise information about the shock pertaining
to task i. However, a non-specialist manager can compensate for her lack of expertise in
a specific task by devoting more attention to it. For example, she can consult experts, do
extensive research, or simply devote more time to analyze her options in that particular task
as she cannot rely on experience or knowledge.
Rather than imposing a cost for attention, we assume that managerial attention is scarce
in that
t1 + t2

t:

(2)

Our main propositions will deal with the optimal allocation of managerial attention (t1 ; t2 )
given some total cognitive or attention capacity t:
To match our model to the data, we further assume that each manager must also devote
some attention t^i > 0 to the execution of task i which does not involve learning about

i

and

is uncorrelated with ti :
7

This assumption is validated by two findings in our data. First, managers at the Chilean producer are more

likely to keep their sales team informed about changing product and market information for the product category
in which they have more experience. Second, both the Chilean and Japanese managers’ experience in a task or
product category strongly correlates with their knowledge in that task or product.
8
In the Appendix, we specify a specific functional form for p(! i ) such that p0 (! i ) > 0 is a continuous
function, p00 (! i )

0 (decreasing marginal returns) and lim!i !1 p(! i ) = 1:
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3.2

Main Results

The timing in our model is as follows. (1) The manager allocates attention ti 2 [0; t] to each
task i = 1; 2 to learn about ( 1 ;

2 );

with t1 + t2

t. (2) Having observed the corresponding

signals s1 and s2 ; the manager either chooses a standard strategy ai yielding a pay-off of
K

2
i;

or an adaptive strategy ai 2 R whose pay-off depends on how well ai matches

i:

In the Appendix, we show that the manager will choose an adaptive strategy if and only
if jE( i jsi )j is above some threshold, where this threshold is increasing in the noisiness of
her information. In other words, a key feature of our model is that a manager with noisy
information is less likely to chose an adaptive strategy than a manager with more precise
information. In turn, the precision of a manager’s information depends on how much expertise
Ti she has in task i; which is assumed to be exogenous, and how much attention ti she devotes
to task i; which is endogenous.
Our main results, summarized in Proposition 1 below, pertain to the optimal allocation
of attention when the manager has a cognitive capacity - or attention - constraint: t1 + t2

t:

First, when attention is scarce, the manager devotes all her attention to the task in which
she has more expertise. Intuitively, this is the task for which she is more likely to choose an
adaptive strategy and, hence, for which more precise information is more valuable. Indeed,
if she is not an expert in a particular task, she is unlikely to choose an adaptive strategy, and
devoting scarce attention to this task is largely a waste of time.
In contrast, when attention is abundant, it will be possible for the manager to learn both
shocks

1

and

2

with great precision. In equilibrium, the manager is then very adaptive to

both tasks. While attention is then valuable for both tasks, the manager optimally devotes
more attention to the task in which she has less expertise. Intuitively, the returns to attention
are then larger on the task in which the manager has less expertise, as attention and expertise
are substitutes. In the Appendix, we show the following result:
Proposition 1 Assume T2 < T1 < . (1) When attention is scarce (t is sufficiently small), the
manager devotes all her attention to the task in which she has more effective expertise:
(t1 ; t2 ) = (t; 0):
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(2) In contrast, when attention is not scarce,(t is sufficiently large), the manager devotes more
attention to the task in which she has less effective expertise:
(t1 ; t2 ) is such that t2 > t1

0:

In our model, attention t1 and t2 only serve to learn about ( 1 ;

2 ):

In practice, managers

may also need to devote attention to tasks for reasons unrelated to information acquisition.
Proposition 1 then implies that the manager devotes less (but not zero) attention to task 2
when attention is scarce, but that this relative attention allocation is reversed when attention is
more abundant.9

4

Empirical model and results

4.1
4.1.1

Data and measures
Selection of survey participants and data collection procedure

To investigate the effect of attention capacity and relative expertise on managerial attention,
secondary data are unlikely to come by. Instead, we chose to use survey instruments to collect
primary data from the Japanese retailer and the Chilean producer. To design our questionnaire at the Japanese retailer, we conducted two rounds of meetings with company executives
and managers. Initial meetings involved executives of the strategic planning function of the
company’s President Office and several other managers. These meetings and follow-up email
exchanges provided information on company organization, managerial practices, and store operations. The company permitted our survey to be conducted at all the twelve stores belonging
to a regional sales district in Tokyo. We designed a list of pilot questions and interviewed about
ten managers at two stores, including store managers and department managers. These onsite
pilot interviews provided valuable information on managerial tasks and local markets, which
To see this, denote by t^1 = t^2 = t^ these other attentional requirements with t^ < t=2: Then Proposition 1
implies that (1) when t is sufficiently small, the manager devotes (total) attention t t^ to task 1 and t^ < t t^ to
9

task 2; and (2) when t is sufficiently large the manager devotes t1 + t^ to task 1 and t2 + t^ > t1 + t^
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t^ to task 2:

in turn helped us to design our questionnaire. The finalized questionnaire copies were distributed to all department managers in the twelve stores (excluding store managers) in January
2018.10 Managers at each store returned their completed questionnaires in a sealed envelope
(printed with one of our universities’ name and logo) and then put this envelope into a box
designated to be used for our survey. In the process, we ensured that the content of each questionnaire remained confidential to company executives who would only receive a store-level
overview. All department managers filled out the questionnaire. We removed the managers
who indicated zero involvement in either selling or servicing tasks, since the trade-off between
tasks in our theory is not applicable to them. Further, due to missing entries, the final sample
size becomes 126. To supplement our survey data, the retailer also provided information on
managers’ education and gender.
We followed a similar process for the Chilean producer. First, we interviewed company
executives and four former sales managers of the centralized sales services unit to get a detailed picture of the role of sales managers in this company (e.g., tasks, functions, performance
metrics, etc.). The company also shared confidential documents such as guidelines for sales
managers. Then, we designed and pilot-tested the questionnaire with company executives.
The survey was announced to all the 95 sales managers of the company by their direct superior – the regional sales managers – in the first sales meeting of April 2017. The managers
were told that this was part of a research collaboration between the company and one of our
coauthors’ affiliation at the time. The questionnaire was conducted via email using the software Qualtrics and remained available for responses for three weeks’ time. Confidentiality
was assured by indicating verbally by the company manager and on the front page of the online survey, that the individual responses would be handled only by the researchers and that
the company would receive only a report with aggregate statistics. To further motivate truthful responses, the sales managers were promised to receive a personalized and private report
that provided a comparison to their colleagues and international benchmarks. We obtained
responses from 92 sales managers (out of 95). Of the 66 sales managers who sell both the beer
and soft drink product categories, three sales managers did not reply the survey and two had
10

Since there are only twelve store managers, we excluded their participation in the survey to avoid being

identified and hence to maintain the integrity of our data.
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missing information in their responses. Therefore, we use 61 sales managers when analyzing
the survey data. The company further provided personnel information on the managers such
as education, residence, and marital status, as well as transaction data for 32 months on all
sales managers, from January 2015 to August 2017. The longitudinal data on sales enable us
to corroborate the results based on the survey using within manager variance and seasonality
as a time stress shock. Beyond its role of tackling endogeneity concerns, this longitudinal
data analysis also allow us to study whether the self-reported behavior on effort translates into
objective performance outcomes.
We conducted the follow methods to ensure the quality of our survey. First, we used the
key-informant methodology (Campbell, 1955) by inviting managers who are involved daily in
and thus knowledgeable about the tasks or products in our context. Second, to eliminate nonresponse bias and sample selection, we included all relevant managers in our survey study,
although a few had missing data. Our response rate was close to 100%. As such, there is
little room for non-response bias (Armstrong and Overton, 1977) and sample selection errors.
Finally, common method bias may be a concern when both the dependent and independent
variables are collected from one source. We do not find common method bias by using Harmon’s one-factor test (Harmon 1976). In a principal component factor analysis, the first factors
of the Japanese and Chilean data are loaded only with 18.1% and 24.1% respectively of the
variance. These loadings are much lower than the 50% threshold.
We list our empirical measures and their descriptions in Table 2. While measures such
as expertise and working hours are cardinal, other measures such as effort intensity and time
stress are reported as scales. Summary statistics of our variables are shown in Table 3. In the
following subsection, we begin by describing our measures on the Japanese retailer and then
on the Chilean producer.
<insert Tables 2 and 3 here>
4.1.2

Measures: Japanese retailer

We summarize our measures below:
Working hours. This is a self-reported measure of the number of working hours a retail
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manager spends on her department’s (i) selling tasks: personal selling, sales, pricing, product
management, and merchandising; and (ii) servicing tasks: human resources, training, floor
arrangement, ordering, and check-out operations. To measure relative attention, we use the
ratio between the hours spent on selling and servicing tasks. Notice that the ratio equals 1
when the manager evenly allocates her attention across the two kind of tasks. However, the
value of the ratio is between (0, 1) when she spends more time in selling than servicing tasks
but between (1, 1) otherwise. In other words, the ratio is not symmetric around 1 at which
both tasks receive the same attention. To make the value of the ratio symmetric around an
equal attention to both tasks, we use the logarithm value of the original ratio in our regression
analysis. The log value of the ratio, log(Working hours ratio), generates the range of values
symmetrically between (-1; 1) in which the mid-value of 0 denotes an even allocation of

attention.11

Effort intensity. This scale measures the intensity of the time and effort that a retail
manager, working with her superiors, subordinates and other departments, devotes to selling
and servicing tasks. Similarly to working hours ratio, we use the log value of the ratio between
the two task categories as a measure of attention allocation in our analysis.
Time stress. Adapting Mittal (1994), Good et al. (1996), and Andrews and Smith (1999),
our eight-item scale measures the degree to which respondents are under time pressure at work
by combining existing ones such that it is inclusive of work-, personal-, and family-related
items. Our scale has a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.838 which is in line with the previous studies.12
We use the mean value of the eight items in our analysis. Notice that we treat time stress as a
moderator (and hence a determinant) of managerial attention. Its exogeneity to the latter are
justified by two reasons. First, the previous studies treat their original scales of time stress
also exogenously as a determinant of work tasks (Andrews and Smith 1999), job attitudes
11

We checked whether the regression results would change if we: (i) use the original values of the ratios rather

than their log values, (ii) flipping the ratios to that soft drink is in the numerator and beer in the denominator. The
results are robust.
12
Mittal (1994) uses a three-item measure on time stress and reports a construct reliability of 0.76. Andrews
and Smith (1999) use a six-item scale. Their scale has a reliability of 0.81. Good et al. (1996) use a 13-item
scale to measure work-family tension, with a reliability of 0.85-0.86.
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(Good, et al. 1996), or shopping behavior (Mittal 1994). For instance, Andrews and Smith
(1999)’s original scale is to examine if respondents are under time stress to complete their
marketing programs. Second, our scale is a global assessment of a person’s time stress and
does not direct towards a domain-specific assessment in terms of attention allocation at work,
tasks/products, or expertise. We view the items in this scale as indicators of the respondents’s
perceived overall time stress due to the multifaceted nature in one’s work-personal-family life
(Saris and Gallhofer 2014, pp.23-26). In Section 4.2.2 on empirical results below, we discuss
- and discard - potential concerns about reverse causality. In particular, one might wonder
whether time stress is a consequence rather than a determinant of time allocation. In addition,
the two items in the time stress measure (items #3 and #4 in Table 2) are about family and
personal stress, arguably the most exogenous factors imposed on one’s attention capacity at
work. We also construct a two-item scale - "family time stress" - to check for robustness.
Expertise is measured by the number of years of work experience and training the retailer manager has in selling and servicing tasks. We also use the log value of the ratio between
the two tasks as relative expertise in our analysis. It is worthwhile to see the correlations coefficients of time stress with expertise are all very small and not statistically significant at the
10%-level: selling tasks (0.054) and no-selling tasks (0.032) in our Japanese retailer, and, beer
(0.172) and soft drinks (-0.080). These low correlations are indicative that a high level of expertise in a task (product) does not necessarily translate into a high level of overall time stress,
and vice versa.
Demand unpredictability. This scale measures the effect of the unpredictability of customer demand on departmental sales and profits.
Competition. Managers rate the intensity of competition in the area where their store is
located.
Education and Gender are the two pieces of demographic information provided by the
company. We include them as control variables.
Summary statistics in Table 3 show that managers working for the Japanese retailer on
average put in 4.13 and 4.08 hours of selling and servicing tasks respectively, whereas for
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a given manager, selling tasks on average occupy 26.4% more time than servicing tasks.13
On the other hand, the means of effort intensity across the two kinds of tasks engaged by all
managers show that selling tasks are slightly less engaged than servicing tasks across managers. For a given manager, however, the average effort intensity ratio (selling/servicing) is
very close to 1 (0.98 to be precise). Finally, the average experience in selling tasks is slightly
higher than that in servicing tasks whereas a given manager is on average 27.5% more experienced in selling. The median values of the three ratios (time, effort, experience) all equal to
one. This implies that Japanese managers are fairly balanced in their expertise and attention
loads when outliers are not considered, which is consistent with the broad skills and work for
a typical Japanese manager (Aoki 1990). Regarding time stress, Japanese managers reported
a wide range of stress levels, with the mean at about the mid-point (i.e., 4) of the 7-point scale.
The average demand unpredictability is below the mid-point of the scale while the intensity of
competition is perceived to be medium (mean=3.96).
4.1.3

Measures: Chilean producer

Survey Data The survey measures for our Chilean producer are:
Working hours are the self-reported daily time spent by the sales manager on the beer or
soft drink product categories. To measure relative attention, we first take the ratio between the
hours spent on beer and soft drinks and then use its log value in our regressions.
Effort allocation measures the percentage of effort expended by the sales manager on
selling beer or soft drinks. Like working hours, we use the ratio between the two to measure
relative attention. Again, we use its log value in our analysis.

14

Time stress. The eight-item scale used in the Chilean questionnaire is identical to the
13

Notice that the mean of the ratio between the variables x1 and x2 is
P
( n x1i )=n
the ratio of the means of the two variables, Pni=1 x =n :
( i=1 2i )
14

Pn

x1i
i=1 x2i

n

: In general, this is not equal to

Since the managers also spend time on other products (wine and spirits), the sum of a manager’s effort

allocation between the two key product lines does not equal 100 percentage points. However, these two products
lines capture only 9% of effort, which is consistent with their small share in terms of sales volume (6%) and sales
(18%).
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one used in the Japanese context. This scale in the Chilean data set has a Cronbach’s alpha, or
scale reliability, of 0.823.
Expertise measures the number of years of work experience a manager has in selling
beer or soft drinks. As a proxy for relative expertise, we use the log value of the ratio between
the two products in our empirical analysis. Although the raw ratio of this expertise ratio is
somewhat skewed as shown in Table 3, its log value is not. The log value of the raw ratio has
a range of -3.689 to 3.296, with its median and mean being 0 and -0.045 respectively. The
very low skewness, -0.096, and the test of normality joint based on skewness (asymmetry) and
kurtosis (long tails) (p-value=0.884) confirms the almost symmetric and short-tail nature of
the log transformed expertise ratio.
Product-demand unpredictability. This scale measures the perceived unpredictability of
consumer demand in the overall market of beer or soft drinks. We also use the log value of the
ratio between the two product categories in our analysis.
Competition is the number of direct, competing beverage manufacturers of beer or soft
drink products. We use the log value of the ratio between the two values as relative competitive
pressure in our regressions.
Assortment breadth. This scale measures the breadth of SKUs carried by the manager’s
direct customer accounts. If these customer accounts carry more SKUs, they tend to be more
complex and larger retail formats.
We also include Education and Marital status as control variables in our analysis.
Summary statistics in Table 3 show that sales managers at the Chilean producer spend
on average 5.28 and 4.47 hours, respectively on beer and soft drinks. For a given manager,
the average ratio of working hours of beer to soft drinks is 1.27. Beer also has a higher
effort intensity than soft drinks, both in terms of the average intensity of effort across all
managers and in terms of the average ratio of beer to soft drinks for a given sales manager.
The average experience in selling beer and soft drinks is fairly similar across managers; but
for a given manager, the mean of the ratio of experience in beer to experience in soft drinks is
3.21, although its median is 1. Sales managers perceive only a fair level of product-demand
unpredictability and competition, possibly due to the producer’s leading market position in the
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country.
Transaction (Longitudinal) Data. In addition to the above survey data, we also obtained
monthly sales volume data on beer and soft drinks for sales managers between January 2015
and August 2017. These transaction data allow for longitudinal analyses, where we use the
(log value of the) ratio between the sales volumes of beer and soft drinks as a (time-varying)
measure of the relative managerial attention, and high seasonality months as a (time-varying)
measure of time stress.
Sales volume. As described in the introduction, achievement in sales volume (in hectoliter) comprises 80% of a manager’s performance pay. Moreover, the two main product lines,
beer and soft drinks, cover 94% of the total volume. This implies that sales volume is the
ultimate focus of attention in a manager’s daily operation. As such, we use sales volume of a
product category as a proxy for attention.
High season. Beverage sales are highly dependent on weather, especially temperature.
In central Chile, where most sales occur, temperatures vary from an average high/low of 30/13
C in summer to 14/3 C in winter. This generates strong seasonality in beverage sales. Company executives disclosed that they have an informal but well established notion of "high season" and "low season." The high season typically starts in September when a national holiday
generates a big spike in sales in the first half of the month in the early Spring. The high season
ends in March when the summer ends. December is the busiest month since it is the start of
the summer and covers Christmas and New Year celebrations as well. We also checked for
the robustness of our high seasonality window by using the top four months in terms of sales
(December, January, February, and September) or the top three months (December, January,
and September). Importantly, seasonalities of beer and soft drinks are both driven by the same
weather pattern (i.e., temperature and holidays) and hence are identical.
Compared to the average monthly volume sold across the year, the high season has a
14% higher volume and the low season has a 19% lower volume (in our data time frame). High
seasonality months create significant time stress for sales managers because of spiked market
demand and hectic operational and marketing activities with customer accounts. In addition
to more activities, more exceptions tend to occur as well, such as: more special situations in
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the sales process (e.g., extra discounts due to volume), more interactions with logistics (e.g.,
more exceptional freights, more stock-outs), increased coordination with marketing (e.g., special promotions or product launches), and increased customer situations (e.g., new customer
opening up, credit lines fully utilized). Pressure from the top of the organization also increases
due to the importance of the high season for firm profitability. At the same time, there is a
very limited supply of experienced sales people who are willing to work temporarily in the
high season, and thus the salesforce is largely fixed; and the few salespersons that are added
require disproportionate attention and training from the manager. Furthermore, even though a
sales manager may plan ahead or prepare mentally for this high season, in the end there is still
only one manager handling all the increases in workload. All these make seasonality a good
measure for time stress and attention capacity.

4.2
4.2.1

Empirical results
Econometric Specifications

We use OLS in our analysis on the survey data collected from the Japanese and Chilean companies. Our main regression is specified as:
Ai =

1 Ei

+

2 Si

+ Ei Si + Xi + ei ;

(3)

where Ai is the log value of the ratio between the attention spent on the two different tasks
or product lines by manager i (as measured by working hours and effort intensity), Ei is
the log value of her expertise ratio, Si is her time stress, and Xi is the vector of control
variables including the constant. Recall that our key theoretical predictions are (i) the positive
interaction effect between Ei and Si in (3), or
Si is low, or

1

> 0; and (ii) the negative effect of Ei when

< 0: In other words, high time stress amplifies the positive impact of relative

expertise in tasks (products) on the relative attention to those tasks (products). In contrast, and
importantly, low time stress flips the impact of relative expertise on the relative attention. For
comparison purposes, we omit the interaction term in (3) in some of our regressions. Notice
that existing work such as Hambrick et al. (2005) never considers the case in which managerial
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focus flips to the task in which the manager has relatively less experience. In other words, the
alternative theory would predict both

1 and

are strictly larger than zero.

Our panel data of monthly sales volumes, generated by sales managers at the Chilean
producer, also allow for a difference-in-difference approach ("DID"). Based on our theory,
we hypothesize a different impact of experience on sales volumes in high seasonality months,
when time stress is elevated and thus attention is scarce, when compared to low seasonality
months. Denoting H = ftjt is during high seasong, we posit that
Yit = a
^+

H Ei

+ Ii +

H

+ Mt +

it ;

if t 2 H

Yit = a
^+

L Ei

+ Ii +

L

+ Mt +

it ;

if t 2
=H

and

where Yit is the log value of the ratio of sales volumes of beer to soft drinks, generated by
manager i and in month t; Ei is log value of manager i’s expertise ratio of beer to soft drinks,
a is the constant, and

k,

Ii , and Mt are season, sales manager, and month fixed effects. This

then yields the following difference-in-difference ("DID") model:
Yit = a +
where a

a
^+

L;

H

L Ei

+ ht + (
L

H

L )Ei

ht + Ii + Mt +

it ;

(4)

and ht equals 1 when month t is in the high season and 0

otherwise,
The key notion of our longitudinal analysis takes advantage of two differences – one in
expertise ratio and one in seasonality – and hence the derivation and setup of (4) is identical
to the conventional DiD. However, our setup does not have a conventional control group that
receives no “treatment” at all. In fact, there are two "treatments" in regression (4) to match
our theory: “high season” and “low season” corresponding to the respective periods when
stress is elevated and light for sales managers. The difference between (i) the treatment of
high seasonality months and the treatment of low seasonality months and between (ii) the
managerial expertise ratio, form the basis of the DiD estimator

H

L

(Cameron and

Trivedi 2005). Our theoretical model predicts that, during high (low, respectively) seasonality
months, a higher expertise ratio of beer to soft drinks correlates with relative more attention
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to beer (soft drinks) and thus a higher (lower) sales volume ratio of beer to soft drinks. This
implies that the interaction term in regression (4) is positive, i.e.,

H

L

> 0: We

exclude the interaction term Ei ht and the two fixed effects in some of our regressions for
comparison purposes. Note that in our regressions, the manager fixed effect Ii absorbs the
direct effect of expertise

L Ei :

Similarly, the month fixed effect Mt absorbs the direct effect

of high seasonality ht :
In what follows, we first discuss our empirical results that use the survey data obtained
from the Japanese retailer. Then, we show our results that use the survey and the longitudinal
sales data obtained from the Chilean producer.
4.2.2

Results: Japanese retailer

Table 4 shows our results on the Japanese retailer, with log(Working hours ratio) in columns
1-3 and log(Effort intensity ratio) in columns 4-6 of selling to servicing tasks as dependent
variables. Among the regressors, the interaction term between log(Expertise ratio) and Time
stress is omitted in Columns 1 and 4 for comparison purposes. Columns 3 and 6, our most
complete model, include store fixed effects to control for unobserved store-specific factors
such as location and management style of the store manager. Using alternative measures for
managerial attention as the dependent variable, the two sets of results (columns 1-3 and 3-6)
are qualitatively similar.
Without the interaction term between log(expertise ratio) and time stress, more expertise
in a task is associated with more attention to that task:

1

= 0.182 and 0.091 in columns 1

and 4 respectively. This implies that a manager spends more attention on the task in which
she has more expertise. More time stress correlates with more attention to servicing tasks, but
only the coefficients in column 3 (

2

=

0:055) is significant.

<insert Table 4 here>
When we include the interaction term between log(expertise ratio) and time stress (columns
2-3 and 5-6), the main effect of the log(expertise ratio) becomes negative. Whereas that of time
stress remains negative, its interaction effect with time stress is positive and statistically significant. Notably, the result of

1

< 0 is novel and consistent with what our model predicts.
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These results imply that when time stress is low, more managerial experience in a task is associated with the manager devoting less attention to that task. For example, under low time
stress, a manager who is very experienced in selling tasks (i.e., log(Expertise ratio) >>0) flips
her attention such that she spends more time on servicing tasks than on selling tasks. When
time stress is high, however, more managerial experience in a task is associated with more
attention on that task: the positive interaction effect eventually overcomes the negative main
effect and renders the marginal effect of the expertise ratio positive. In other words, when
times stress is elevated, a manager who is very experienced in selling tasks focuses more on
selling tasks than on servicing tasks. All in all, these empirical results are consistent with our
main theoretical predictions.
We illustrate the magnitude of the marginal effects of expertise using the estimates in
column 3 (assuming control variables are at their mean values). Under our log-log regression
format, when time stress equals 1 (very low), the elasticity of expertise ratio is
0:477 =

1:631 +

1:154: That is, a 1% increase in selling-to-servicing experience correlates with a

1.15% decrease in working hours spent on selling tasks. When time stress equals 7 (very
high), the elasticity becomes 1.709. That is, a 1% increase in selling-to-servicing experience
correlates with a 1.71% increase in working hours spent on selling tasks. The magnitudes of
the estimates and their change appear to be quite large since both are in the "elastic" range of
value (>j1j).
One might argue that our results may be subject to reverse causality: the overall time
stress a manager experiences may be a consequence of the attention allocated to a task rather
than a determinant. But if this were true, then a manager who was an expert in selling and
devoted most of her attention to selling tasks would experience higher time stress. However,
this would be strange, because people tend to be more stressed when they devote effort to a
task with which they are not familiar. In other words, if there was a reverse causality from
attention allocation to time stress, we would expect to see a negative interaction effect between
time stress and task expertise (the opposite of what we find).
We use the results in the most complete regression model in column 3 to illustrate the
interaction effect in Figure 1. For ease of graphical interpretation, we denote 5th- and 95th-
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percentile values as low and high levels of time stress and the raw expertise ratio (instead of
its log value as used in the regression). We assume the mean values of the control variables
in our calculations. Under high time stress, the working hours ratio of selling-to-servicing of
a servicing expert is 0.27 whereas it is 1.68 when the manager is a selling expert. In other
words, the manager "manages with style." In contrast, when times stress is low, the working
hours ratio of selling-to-servicing of a servicing expert is 2.47 whereas it is 0.76 for a selling
expert. In other words, the manager flips her style or "manages against style."
<insert Figure 1 here>
Regarding the control variables in Table 4, the negative coefficients on gender in columns
1-3 are statistically significant. This implies that female managers employed by the Japanese
retailer work relatively more on servicing tasks than male managers. Columns 4-5 shows
that a more competitive environment displays a statistically significant correlation with more
efforts spent on selling rather than servicing tasks. Finally, only four store fixed effects are
statistically significant at the 10% level in column 6.
4.2.3

Results: Chilean producer

Survey data In the same format, Table 5 shows the results obtained on the Chilean producer, with log(Working hours ratio) and log(Effort allocation ratio) as dependent variables
in columns 1-3 and 4-6 respectively. For the Chilean producer, we always put beer to soft
drinks in our ratio expressions. Among the regressors, with separate product-line information
on beer and soft drinks, we are able to construct ratios using product-line specific measures of
demand unpredictability and competition.
First, in columns 1 and 4, the estimates of both log(expertise ratio) and time stress
are not statistical significant and hence, on average, they do not affect attention allocation.
When we include their interaction term in the rest of the columns, time stress remains having
little effect on the relative attention spent on beer versus soft drinks. However, like what we
see in the previous table, the main effect of log(expertise ratio) turns to be negative and the
interaction effect with time stress is positive, with both effects statistically significant. Again,
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the novel result of

1

< 0 is as what our theory predicts. In other words, when time stress is

low, more managerial experience in a product category is associated with a manager devoting
less attention that product line. Hence, if a manager is very experienced in selling beer (i.e.,
log(Expertise ratio)>>0), then under low time stress, she flips her attention to spend more
time on selling soft drinks. On the other hand, when time stress is high, she focuses her
attention primarily on beer: the positive interaction effect eventually overcomes the negative
direct effect and renders the marginal effect of log(expertise ratio) positive. As such, the data
on the Chilean producer not only supports our main predictions, but are also qualitatively
similar to what we have found in the analysis on our Japanese retailer. Nevertheless, the
estimates (interpreted as elasticities) are smaller than those in the Japanese context, possible
because the Chilean product-level working hours are the aggregates of various underlying
tasks.
Figure 2 graphically shows the interaction effect obtained from column 3. Again, for
ease of graphical interpretation, we denote 5th- and 95th-percentile as low and high levels of
time stress and we use the raw expertise ratio (instead of its log value). We assume the mean
values of the control variables in our calculations. The visual contrast between high versus
low time stress is as pronounced as what we see with the Japanese retailer in Figure 1. Under
high time stress, the working hours ratio of beer-to-soft drinks is 0.84 when the manager is a
soft drinks expert, whereas it is 1.85 when she is a beer expert. Thus, the manager "manages
with style" under high time stress. In contrast, under low time stress, the working hours ratio
of beer-to-soft drinks is 1.44 for a soft drinks expert to whereas it is 0.91 for a beer expert. In
other words, under low time stress, the manager flips her focal attention to soft drinks when
she is very experienced in beer (and vice versa). However, the magnitude of the changes are
less dramatic than that for the Japanese managers.
<insert Table 5 and Figure 2 here>
We find Assortment breadth to be negatively related to attention to beer. This is understandable. The presence and importance of beer in a client’s retail store –and other alcoholic
beverages– is negatively correlated with more complex and larger retail formats which carry
a wider assortment of products and brands in the soft drink category (the soft drink category
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has much more variety than the beer category). There is a relatively larger and more complex
presence of soft drinks in these stores and, thus, more relative managerial attention devoted
to it. We also notice that log(Competition ratio) shows a positive and statistically significant coefficient throughout: it is intuitive that attention increases in a product line’s market
competition.
Transaction (longitudinal) data

Our survey data on the Japanese retailer and the Chilean

producer allow for an analysis of managerial attention across managers who differ among each
other in terms of expertise (in tasks or product categories) as well as levels of self-reported
time stress. Unfortunately, the survey data do not allow us to observe how a given manager
shifts her attention over time in response to changes in time stress. To remedy this, the next
analysis takes advantage of longitudinal data at the Chilean producer of more than two years
worth of monthly sales volumes (in beer and soft drinks) for each of our sales managers.
As explained in subsection 4.1.3, we use high seasonality months and the sales volume
ratio of beer to soft drinks as time varying measures of, respectively, time stress and managerial
attention. We keep years of experience in each product category as the measure of expertise.
Our definition of the duration of high seasonality months ranges from long to brief: 7, 4, or 3
months. The company conventionally views the 7-month duration as the high season, but, as
a robustness check, we also operationalize it by the 3 or 4 months when the highest monthly
company sales occur. The spike in customer demand during high seasonality months is due to
climate and holiday patterns, but the salesforce capacity is kept largely constant. This creates a
period of stressful working conditions for existing sales managers at the company. We use log
values of ratios in this panel data analysis. Our key findings are qualitatively similar among
the three alternative definitions of the high versus low seasonality months. Using the longer
and shorter definitions of high seasonality, Table 6 summarizes those results respectively.
Column 1 of Table 6 uses the model of "pooled cross sections over time" (Wooldridge
2010, p.146) in which we omit manager fixed effect and the interaction term of log(expertise
ratio) and high season. Columns 2 to 5 are our DiD analysis in which we introduce the interaction term. In the last three columns (4-6), we sequentially introduce monthly fixed effects,
manager fixed effects, and both types of fixed effects. All models use robust standard errors
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which are further clustered at the manager level. Notice that coefficients of high season and
those of non-time-varying variables such as log(expertise ratio) are absent when, respectively,
monthly and manager fixed effects are included. All columns in the table show a consistent
result on our key prediction: each regression model generates a significant, positive coefficient
on the interaction term. The strongest statistical result on the interaction term is obtained in
columns 4 and 5 where manager fixed effects are included.
<insert Table 6 here>
Since both the "pooled" model in column 1 and the DiD models in columns 2 and 3 do
not include manager fixed effects, they only take advantage of between-subject variations in
the analysis. While these columns do not exploit the within-subject variations of the transaction data, by using alternative, transaction-based measures for time stress and managerial
attention, they provide a robustness check for the survey-based measures in our analysis above.
The panel-data results corroborate the survey results shown above in Table 5.
Columns 1-3 show a tiny (positive, non-significant) correlation between log(expertise
ratio) and log(sales volume ratio) and a statistically significant, positive effect of high season.
The latter result is consistent with the notion that sales managers tend to be more attentive
to beer, which has a particularly competitive seasonality, during high temperature months.
However, the former result is somewhat different from that in Table 5. In combination with a
positive interaction term, this implies that as in the survey results, in high seasonality months
(when time stress is high), a higher expertise ratio of beer to soft drinks is associated with
achieving a higher sales volume of beer to soft drinks; however, in low seasonality months
(when time stress is low), a high expertise ratio of beer to soft drinks has almost no correlation
with the relative sales volume of the two product lines. The disappearance of the negative,
individual effect of log(expertise ratio) is consistent with our theory: sales is generated both
by attention and experience. While on the one hand more experience in beer should result in
less attention to beer when time stress is low (and thus lower beer sales), on the other hand
more experience in beer generates, by itself, more sales in beer. Therefore, the combination
of both effects should not result in a relative lower sales volume in beer.
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The DiD specification discussed in columns 4 and 5 exploits within-subject variations
of our panel data by including manager fixed effects. Notice that these fixed effects also
control for unobserved, time invariant sales team heterogeneity. Consistent with our theory
and previous results, the interaction effect between log(Expertise ratio) and High Season is
again positive and highly significant. Since manager fixed effects are included, these results
show that managers effectively shift their attention during the course of the year as a function
of their relative expertise in beer and soft drinks. In particular, a given manager tends to shift
more of her attention to beer during high seasonality months – that is, she achieves a higher
beer to soft drinks volume ratio – if she has a higher experience ratio of beer to soft drinks.
Conversely, during low seasonality months, a manager who is more experienced in beer will
shift more of her attention to soft drinks, and a manager who is more experienced in soft drinks
will shift more of her attention to beer. Column 4 omits the month fixed effects, and uncovers
a positive and significant main effect of the variable High season, similar to columns 2 and
3.15
Table A1 of our online Appendix replicates the exercise but operationalizes high seasonality as 4- and 3- month durations respectively in columns 1-5 and 6-10. The results of pooled
cross section time varying model in columns 1-3 and the DID models (omitting manager fixed
effects) in 6-8 are qualitatively similar to those in the previous table. In our DID analysis
with manager fixed effects in columns 4-5 and 9-10, results are similar as well. The slighter
smaller coefficients in these columns as compared to columns 4 and 5 of Table 6 are expected:
by excluding two or three months of high demand (perceived as such by the salesforce), it
becomes harder to find an effect.
All in all, our data sets from the Japanese retailer and Chilean producer, with both survey
and transaction (longitudinal) data for the latter company, provide converging evidence for
our key hypothesis about the interaction between expertise and time stress on the allocation of
managerial attention.
15

Recall that beer and soft drinks comprise 94% of the total sales volume, with the rest coming from wine

and spirits. One may use the exact volume share of beer to total sales volume as the dependent variable and a
manager’s weighted expertise (instead of the expertise ratio only between beer and soft drinks) as an independent
variable to replicate Table 6. Our results are robust to this change and can be provided upon request.
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4.2.4

Additional Analyses

1. Absolute level of expertise. The main hypothesis of our theory focuses on the positive
interaction effect between relative expertise and time stress. For a given ratio of expertise,
nonetheless, the absolute value of expertise can be very different. For example, a manager
with ten-year experience in each task has the same expertise ratio as another manager with
only one year experience in each of the two tasks. One may wonder if our main results
continue to hold if the absolute value of expertise - instead of its ratio - is used to interact with
time stress. Tables A2, A3, and A4 of our online Appendix show the results of this additional
analysis.
The first two rows in Table A2 show that, under low time stress, managers at the
Japanese retailer who have more expertise in selling, or less expertise in servicing tasks, correlate with more working hours in and effort allocated to servicing tasks. Per the positive and
negative signs of its interaction terms with selling and servicing expertise in rows 4 and 5
respectively, such managers put forth more time and effort in selling tasks but less so in servicing tasks as time stress increases. Table A3 show the survey results for the sales managers
working for our Chilean producer. Although the coefficients of beer expertise and its interaction with time stress (rows 1 and 4) are not statistically significant, those of soft drink expertise
(rows 2 and 5) are consistent with our previous results: sales managers who are experienced
in soft drinks diversify their working hours and allocate effort to beer under low time stress,
but shift to soft drinks under high time stress. Similarly in Table A4, our Chilean longitudinal
data show that sales volume shifts from beer to soft drinks in high seasonality months (i.e.,
high time stress) only when sales managers are more experienced in soft drinks. Although the
coefficients of the interaction terms in rows 4 and 5 are only significant for soft drink expertise, the signs are as predicted. In sum, absolute values in expertise generate similar patterns
as the ones using expertise ratios when they are interacted with time stress.
2. Family time stress. To check the robustness of using only non-work related items
of managers’ time stress, we use the two family and personal items (3 and 4) in our original
time stress scale to construct a new “family time stress” measure. Family and personal issues
causing time stress arguably are the most exogenous to work stress and hence reduce any
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remaining concern over our measure of overall time stress. We conduct this robustness check
in both the Japanese and Chilean survey data. As shown in Tables A5 and A6 in the online
Appendix, the results are statistically similar to those in Tables 4 and 5.
3. Demand unpredictability. Unpredictability of product demand increases the difficulty
of performing a task (Campbell 1988), particularly in a sales environment (Lo et al., 2011).
In the context of our Chilean producer, highly unpredictable customer demand makes the
managerial tasks of sales planning and management harder to handle and hence, similar to time
stress, strains the manager’s attention capacity. Therefore, we expect the impact of demand
unpredictability to be similar as that of time stress.
We show our results in the online appendix Table A7. The table uses the same format as
in Tables 4 and 5 but treats Time stress as a control variable in columns 3 and 6. Importantly,
the interaction effects are positive as predicted by our model. The main effect of expertise
ratio is also negative in sign in the last three columns, albeit the magnitude is small. In other
words, compared to the effect of Time stress on managerial attention found earlier, that of
Product-demand unpredictability is very similar.
4. Sales volume as proxy for attention. To support our use of sales volume as a proxy
for managerial attention, we conduct two additional analyses on the Chilean longitudinal data.
First, from our understanding of the context, increasing managerial attention and reducing
price (by increasing discounts) are the two most important mechanisms to affect sales volume.
Our survey has already shown that expertise and its interaction with time stress correlate with
the allocation of managerial attention. Under the company’s practice of keeping list prices
fixed, we can show that the log ratio of price discounts between beer and soft drinks highly
correlates with the log ratio of sales volume. Nonetheless, neither the expertise ratio nor its
interaction with seasonality affects relative price discounts when we replicate Table 6 using
log(discounts ratio) as the dependent variable (regressions available from authors). This analysis implies that expertise and its interaction term with time stress do not affect the sales volume
ratio via price discounts. This suggests that, instead, they affect the sales volume ratio via the
allocation of managerial attention, the other main lever of control.
16

16

We can reach another conclusion on the effect of expertise and time stress on firm outcomes. At the indi-

vidual level, operating profit = (list price – price discounts – production cost)
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sales volume. Since list price is

Second, we exploit the fact that all sales occur at the salesperson level; that is, sales
at the manager level are the aggregate of the individual sales of the salespersons under her
supervision. Incorporating information on expertise at the salesperson level, we expect that
the positive coefficient of log(expertise ratio) and high season would be moderated by the
expertise stock of the salespeople reporting to the manager. The corresponding regression is:
Yit = b0 + b1 Ei ht + b2 Share of beer uniti + b3 (Share of beer uniti ) ht + b4 (Share of beer
uniti ) Ei ht + Ii + Mt +error termit ;
where "Share of beer unit" is the proportion of manager i’s sales team that was in
the beer-only sales unit before company reorganization. Note that the sales people who are
counted in the new variable, Share of beer unit, have no experience in selling soft drinks prior
to August 2016 when the company re-organized its sales force. We predict b1 > 0 and larger
than the baseline value of 0.023 (shown in the estimate of the interaction term Ei h in column
5, Table 6) and b4 < 0. Why these predictions? If sales people have no knowledge about beer
(i.e., “Share of beer unit” equals zero), then the manager will have to completely rely on her
own beer expertise, which amplifies our baseline prediction. On the contrary, if the bulk of the
manager’s sales people is knowledgeable about beer (i.e., “Share of beer unit" is very large),
the sales manager can rely on her sales team’s expertise in beer while she shifts her scarce
attention capacity to soft drinks; hence the mitigation effect. This is precisely what we find:
b1 =0.047 (> 0:023) and b4 =

0:058 (< 0) (regressions available from authors).

These two additional analyses are consistent with the notion that it is the manager’s
attention that drives our results on sales volume ratio.

5

Conclusion

Scholars in management and economics have long recognized the notion of "managing with
style" in which manager fixed effects such as expertise and experience determine managerial attention and strategic decisions (Bertrand and Schoar 2003; Finkelstein et al. 2009). In
fixed and production cost is not controlled by the sales force, our analyses imply that expertise and time stress of
the Chilean sales managers impact the company’s operating profit as well.
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contrast, our theory predicts that "managing with style," or not, depends on how scarce managerial attention is. Micro-evidence on sales and retail managers working for two unrelated,
large companies shows converging support for our theory. On the one hand, when time stress
is high, managers do manage with style by focusing their attention on the tasks or product
line in which they have more expertise. On the other hand, we obtain a novel finding under
attention abundance: managers move their attention toward the tasks or product line in which
they have less expertise – put simply, they "manage against style." We obtain these results
both in a cross section of managers facing different attention scarcity as well as, for one of our
companies, in longitudinal data where managers experience time-varying attention capacity
and shift their attention across tasks in response to those constraints.
Our findings have important managerial implications for organizational attention when
managers engage in multiple tasks. While it is common for companies to direct managerial
attention to a particular task by exerting a sense of urgency or time pressure, our analysis
shows that this is effective only when their employees have relatively more expertise in the
intended, focal task. If managers are relatively more experienced in a non-focal task, imposing
time pressure may backfire since scarcity in cognitive resources will shift their attention away
from the intended task. To direct attention to the task in which employees have relatively less
expertise, companies should instead provide a working environment that is less time pressured.
Our analysis provides strong evidence that less time stress helps diversify managerial attention
to the relatively inexperienced task.17 ’18 As such, one could examine the effect of attention
17

In our model, the manager and the firm share the same objective. As such, the allocation of managerial

attention is always optimal. It would be easy, however, to introduce an incentive conflict between the manager and
the firm. For example, managers may be reluctant to adapt to a shock unless they have very precise information.
This would result in managers being too focused on tasks in which they have more expertise whenever attention
is scarce. In our model, this would correspond to

m

>

where

m

is the adaptation cost internalized by the

manager.
18
We have additional information, not included in the paper, on the daily activities of the Chilean managers:
Time spent on 1) daily meetings with team, 2) customer development, 3) coaching a salesperson, 4) customer
visits, 5) data analysis (to be used in the daily meetings), 6) planning coaching, and 7) administrative tasks (e.g.,
approval of discounts, reports, coordination with logistics). We find that increased time pressure is associated
with increased allocation of time to the daily meeting and data analysis for the meeting, to the detriment of
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capacity when it is used as a job-design variable. For instance, companies such as Google
build time buffers for their workforce (Schrage 2013). Time abundance may also be helpful
to explore what is outside one’s existing expertise and hence facilitate, for instance, product
innovation. Last but not the least, while the common practice of company hiring is to focus
on the absolute level of expertise in pre-defined task areas, relative expertise across areas may
have unintended consequences on managerial attention and hence should be factored in. We
believe such potential extensions to other areas of organization and managerial studies are a
fruitful avenue for future research.
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6

Appendix: Theoretical Analysis

In this Appendix, we derive our main theoretical propositions, Propositions 1. For completeness, we first briefly restate the main assumptions of our model.

6.1

Model

A manager must divide her attention between two tasks i 2 f1; 2g. For each task i, the
manager can either choose:
(i) An adaptive strategy ai 2 R which yields a pay-off K
and

i

(1 + )(ai

2
i) ;

where

>0

is a random task-specific shock with mean 0 and variance 1:

(ii) A standard strategy ai which yields a pay-off K
Let F (:) be the distribution of
ager’s information precision about

i
i

2
i:

and let si be the signal the manager receives. A man-

will depend on the managerial attention ti devoted to

task i; which is endogenous, and her managerial expertise Ti in task i; which is exogenous.
Rather than imposing a cost for attention, we assume that managerial attention is scarce in
that t1 + t2

t: Our main propositions will deal with the optimal allocation of managerial

attention (t1 ; t2 ) given some attention capacity t and expertise T1 and T2 :
Denote the manager’s knowledge by ! i
manager observes the shock, that is si =

i;

Ti + ti ; then with probability pi

and with probability 1

p(! i ) the

pi her signal si is pure

noise with the same distribution F (:): We assume that p0 (! i ) > 0 and continuous, p00 (! i )

0

(weakly decreasing marginal returns) and lim!i !1 p(! i ) = 1:
To make the analysis tractable, we specify the following functional form which satisfies
these properties: there exists a

> 0 such that
p(! i ) = ! i

and
p(! i ) = 1

(1

if ! i

!i
) e 1

if ! i

:

Note that there are constant returns to attention for ! i < ; but decreasing marginal returns
to attention for ! i > : Intuitively, beyond some point, it becomes increasingly difficult to
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further increase the precision of one’s signal.

6.2

Optimal action choice

We start our analysis by characterizing decision-making for each task i 2 f1; 2g ; given a
signal si and a precision of information pi : In the next section, we endogenize this information
precision pi by studying the optimal allocation of scarce attention. Indeed, as discussed above,
the precision pi of the manager’s information is a function of the attention ti devoted to task i
and his expertise Ti in task i : pi = p(! i ) with ! i = Ti + ti :
The manager must choose whether to choose a standard strategy ai which ignores her
local information or an adaptive strategy ai which she optimally sets equal to the expected
state of nature, ai = E( i jsi ):
Given a signal si and given the pay-offs of an adaptive and a standardized strategy, the
manager prefers to ignore her signal and implement a standard strategy ai if and only if
E( 2i jsi ) < (1 + ) E[(

i

E( i jsi ))2 jsi ]:

2

+ (pi si )2 ) + pi ((1

As E( i jsi ) = pi si , this is equivalent to
pi s2i + (1

pi )

2

< (1 + ) (1

pi )(

pi )si )2 :

It follows that the manager will choose a standard strategy whenever
[1
Hence, if (1 + )(1
(1 + )(1

(1 + )(1

pi )] pi s2i < (1

pi ) 2 :

pi ) > 1; the manager always chooses a standard strategy. In contrast, if

pi ) < 1; the manager will choose a standard strategy whenever
s
(1 pi ) 2
jsi j < si s(pi ) =
1 (1 + )(1 pi ) pi

(5)

and an adaptive strategy ai = pi si whenever s2i > s2i :
Recall, finally, that the (unconditional) distribution of si is the same as the distribution
of

i;

and this regardless of pi : Since one can verify that s(pi ) is decreasing in pi ; it follows

that the probability that the manager chooses an adaptive strategy is increasing in the precision
pi of her signal. We summarize as follows:
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Lemma 1 (Action choices) Given a signal si with precision pi about local shock

i

:

If pi < =(1 + ); the manager always chooses a standard strategy ai = ai :
If pi > =(1 + ); the manager chooses an adaptive strategy ai = E( i ) = pi si
whenever she perceives the shock to be large, that is jsi j > si ; and a standard
strategy otherwise.
si is decreasing in pi : the probability that the manager chooses an adaptive strategy
for task i is increasing in the precision of her information pi about

6.3

i:

Optimal allocation of attention

Having characterized decision-making for each task i 2 f1; 2g ; given a signal si and precision
of information pi ; we now study the optimal allocation of scarce managerial attention. Thus,
t and given initial expertise T1 and T2 about each task i 2 f1; 2g ;

given a constraint t1 + t2

how does the manager optimally allocate her attention t1 and t2 ?
6.3.1

Expected profits

We first derive expected profits for a given precision (p1 ; p2 ) of the manager’s information on
task 1 and 2: If pi < =(1 + ); the manager always chooses a standard strategy and expected
pay-offs for task i equal K

2

: Assume therefore that pi > =(1 + ): From Proposition

6.2, a standard strategy ai is implemented whenever si 2 [ si ; si ] : For a given si and pi ; this
yields an expected task payoff of
S

(pi ; si ) = K

E( 2i jsi ):

In contrast, an adaptive strategy ai = pi si is implemented whenever jsi j
and pi ; this yields an expected task payoff of
T

(pi ; si ) = K

(1 + ) E (
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i

pi si )2 jsi :

si . For a given si

Note that regardless of pi , the distribution of si is given by F (:): Hence, for a given information
precision pi ; expected task payoffs equal
Z +1
2
(pi ) = K
+2

T

S

(pi ; si )

(pi ; si ) dF (si ) :

si

Lemma 2 (Expected Profits) Given information precision p1 and p2 ; expected pay-offs are
given by (p1 ) + (p2 ) where
Z +1
2
(1
+2
(pi ) = K

pi )) pi s2i

(1 + )(1

(1

pi )

2

dF (si )

s(pi )

if pi > =(1 + ) and
(pi ) = K

2

if pi < =(1 + ):

Proof See Subsection 6.3.3
The firm allocates attention t1 and t2 in order to maximize the above payoffs subject to
the constraint t1 + t2
6.3.2

t:

Optimal allocation of attention

Above we have characterized task payoffs
ager’s information about

i:

(pi ), as a function of the precision of the man-

This information precision, pi , in turn, depends on the manager’s

(exogenous) expertise Ti ; the complexity/uncertainty

i

surrounding task i and, crucially, her

(endogenous) attention ti to task i:
We now characterize the optimal allocation of managerial attention ti ; given the constraint t1 + t2

t: Consider first the marginal returns to attention on each task.

Obviously, if pi <

=(1 + ) then d (pi )=dti = 0 as the manager always chooses a

non-adaptive action. Assume therefore that pi > =(1 + ) so that the manager sometimes
chooses an adaptive action.
Lemma 3 (marginal returns to attention) Assume pi > =(1+ ): Then the marginal return
to attention, ti ; on task i is given by
@ (pi )
@pi @ (pi )
=
@ti
@ti
@pi
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where
@ (pi )
=2
@pi

Z

+1

s(pi )

h

2

1+

pi

2

1 s +

2

i

dF (s) :

(6)

Proof See Subsection 6.3.3
The central question in our model is whether the marginal return to attention on task i is
increasing or decreasing in the manager’s knowledge pi on task i. Thus, we want to know the
sign of
@
@ (pi )
@
@pi @ (pi )
=
:
@pi
@ti
@pi @ti
@pi
If the above expression is positive, then the returns to attention are higher on the task in which
the manager has more expertise Ti or to which the manager already devotes more attention.
Indeed, a manager’s knowledge pi depends on her expertise Ti in task i and her attention ti :
If the above expression is negative, then it is optimal, on the margin, to devote more attention
to a task in which the manager is less knowledgeable (pi is lower). The following trade-off
arises:
On the one hand, the more knowledgeable a manager is about task i; the more valuable
it is to further increase her knowledge:
@
@pi

@ (pi )
@pi

> 0:

It follows that all else equal, it is more valuable to increase knowledge on task 1 when p1 > p2 .
There are two reasons for this. First, on the extensive margin, the manager is more likely to
adapt to her information when she is an expert: s(pi ) is decreasing in pi and the manager
adapts if and only if si > s(pi ): In turn, this makes more precise information about

i

more

valuable when pi is high: Second, conditional on si > si and choosing an adaptive strategy,
a manager is more sensitive to her information si when she has more precise information (pi
is higher). Indeed, we have that ai = pi si : As a result, the marginal returns to improving the
quality of that information (increasing pi ) are again larger for task 1 than task 2 when p1 > p2 :
On the other hand, for Ti + ti > ; the more knowledgeable the manager is about task
i; the more attention is requires to further improve her knowledge:
@
@pi

@pi
@ti
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< 0:

In other words, there are decreasing marginal returns to attention as far as knowledge production itself is concerned.
Taken together, we obtain that
@
@pi

@ (pi )
@ti

=

@pi @
@ (pi )
@
+
@t @pi
@pi
@p
{z
} | i
| i
>0

@pi
@ (pi )
@ti
@pi
{z
}
0

where the first term is positive and the second term is negative. When attention is sufficiently
scarce, the first term dominates: on the margin, the manager wants to devote attention to the
task in which she is already more knowledgeable (task 1). In contrast, when attention is not
scarce at all, that is t is sufficiently large, the second term dominates. On the margin, it is then
more valuable to devote attention to the task in which she is less knowledgeable (task 2).
Proposition 1 Assume T2 < T1 < . (1) When attention is scarce (t is sufficiently small), the
manager devotes all her attention to the task in which she has more effective expertise:
(t1 ; t2 ) = (t; 0):
(2) In contrast, when attention is not scarce,(t is sufficiently large), the manager devotes
more attention to the task in which she has less effective expertise:
(t1 ; t2 ) is such that t2 > t1 :
Proof See Subsection 6.3.3
We summarize the intuition for Proposition 1 as follows. When attention is scarce,
the manager is more likely to choose an adaptive strategy for the task in which she is an
expert. As a result, the marginal returns to improving the quality of her information on her
task of expertise are higher as well. In contrast, when attention is abundant, the manager has
the capacity to devote a lot of attention to both tasks. At the optimum, she then chooses to
become knowledgeable in both and, hence, is likely to choose an adaptive strategy for both.
Since attention and expertise are substitutes, the marginal returns to attention are then higher
on the task in which she has less expertise.
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6.3.3

Omitted Proofs

Proof of Lemma 2 (Expected Profits):
We derive expected profits for a given precision (p1 ; p2 ) of the manager’s information
on task 1 and 2: We have that
2

(pi ) = K

+2

Z

+1
T

S

(pi ; si )

(pi ; si ) dF (si )

s(pi )

where
S

E( 2i jsi )

(pi ; si ) = K

pi s2i

= K

(1

pi )

2

and
T

(pi ; si ) = K

(1 + ) E (

= K

(1 + ) (1

= K

(1 + )(1

i

pi )(
pi )

E( i jsi ))2 jsi
2
2

+ p2i s2i ) + pi (1

pi )2 s2i

+ pi s2i

It follows that
(pi )

K

2

+2

Z

+1

pi s2i + (1

pi )

2

(1 + )(1

pi )

pi )) pi s2i

(1

2

+ pi s2i

dF (si )

s(pi )

which can be simplified as
(pi ) = K

2

+2

Z

+1

(1

(1 + )(1

pi )

2

dF (si )

s(pi )

QED.
Proof of Lemma 3 (Marginal Returns to Attention): Following Liebniz rule, we have
that
@ (pi )
=
@pi

@s(pi )
(1 (1 + )(1 pi )) p1 s2i
(1 pi ) 2 f (si )
@pi
Z +1
@
+2
(1 (1 + )(1 pi )) pi s2
(1 pi ) 2 dF (s)
@p
i
s(pi )
2
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Substituting si ; the first term disappears. Hence, we have that
Z +1
@ (pi )
(1 (1 + )(1 2pi )) s2 + 2 dF (s)
= 2
@pi
s(pi )
Z +1 h
i
= 2
2 1+ pi 1 s2 + 2 dF (s)
s(pi )

QED.
Proof of Proposition 1. We first proof Part (1). Assume attention is scarce, that is
T1 + t < : Then Ti + ti <

for i = 1; 2 and
d (pi )
@pi @ (pi )
@ (pi )
=
=
dti
@ti @pi
@pi

Recall that T1 > T2 (the manager is an expert in task 1): Hence, whenever t1

t2 ; then also

p(! 1 ) > p2 (! 2 ) and from (5), s(p1 ) < s(p2 ): It follows from (5) that, whenever t1

t2

0;

d (p(! 1 )
d (p2 (! 2 ))
>
dt1
dt2
In turn, this implies that at the optimum (t1 ; t2 ) = (t; 0):
Part (2) of Proposition (1) follows directly from Lemma A1 and A2, proven below. Assume
that T1 > T2 and t is sufficiently large. Lemma A1 shows that there then always exists an
x > 0 such that (t1 ; t2 ) = ( 2t

x; 2t + x) is strictly preferred over ( 2t ; 2t ): Thus, when t is

sufficiently large, the manager prefers to devote more attention to task 2, in which she has less
expertise, rather than splitting attention evenly. We subsequently show, in Lemma A2, that
for t large, ( 2t ; 2t ) is preferred over ( 2t + x; 2t

x) for any x 2 (0; t=2] : when attention is not

scarce, the manager never wants to bias her attention towards the task she is an expert in. It
follows that at the optimum, (t1 ; t2 ) much be such that t2 > t1 :
Lemma A1 Assume t is sufficiently large and T1 > T2 . Then there always exists an x > 0
such that (t1 ; t2 ) = ( 2t

x; 2t + x) is strictly preferred over ( 2t ; 2t ):

Proof: We have that
!i
@ (pi )
@pi @ (pi )
=
=e 1
@ti
@ti @pi

2

Z

+1

(1

s(pi )
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(1 + )(1

2pi )) s2 +

2

dF (s)

And thus
@ 2 (pi )
=
@Ti @ti

1
1

!i
e 1

2

Z

+1

1)) s2 +

(1 + (1 + )(2pi

2

dF (s)

s(pi )

!i
+e 1

@s(pi )
2 (1 (1 + )(1 2pi )) s2i +
@Ti
Z +1
@pi
2
(1 + )2s2 dF (s)
@Ti
s(pi )

!i
+e 1

2

f (si )

Multiplying both sides by
1
1

pi

=

1
1

we obtain that
1
1

@ 2 (pi )
=
pi @Ti @ti

1
)2

(1
1
+
1
1
+
1

2

Z

0

!i
@e 1

1
A

1

> 0;

+1

(1 + (1 + )(2pi

1)) s2 +

2

dF (s)

s(pi )

@s(pi )
2 (1 (1 + )(1 2pi )) s2i +
@Ti
Z +1
@pi
2
(1 + )2s2 dF (s)
@Ti
s(pi )

For ! i sufficiently large, the first term on the RHS converges to
Z +1
1
(1 + (1 + )(2pi 1)) s2 +
2
(1
) 0

2

2

f (si )

dF (s)

At the same time, for ! i sufficiently large, we have that
@s(pi )
@Ti

0 and

@pi
@Ti

0

so that the the second and third term on the RHS become arbitrarily small. Hence, for ! i
sufficiently large
@ 2 (pi )
@Ti @ti

1
(1

pi
)2

Z

+1

(1 + (1 + )(2pi

1)) s2 +

s(pi )

It follows that for ! i = Ti + ti sufficiently large, we have that
@ 2 (p(! i ))
<0
@Ti @ti
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2

dF (s) < 0

Since T1 > T2 ; it follows that for t sufficiently large
@ (p(! 1 ))
@ (p(! 2 ))
<
@t1
jt1 = t=2
@t
jt2 = t=2
Hence, there exists an x > 0 such that (t1 ; t2 ) = ( 2t

(7)

x; 2t + x) is strictly preferred over ( 2t ; 2t ):

QED
Lemma A2 Assume t is sufficiently large and T1 > T2 . Then for any x 2 (0; t=2]; we have
that (t1 ; t2 ) = (t=2; t=2) is preferred over (t1 ; t2 ) = (t=2 + x; t=2

x) :

Proof: To show the above result, it will be sufficient to show that, for t sufficiently large
@ (t2 ; T2 )
@ (t2 ; T2 )
0
>
for all t2 < t=2:
0
@t2
jt2 = t2
@t2
jt2 = t=2

(8)

@ (t1 ; T1 )
@ (t1 ; T1 )
0
<
for all t1 > t=2:
0
@t1
jt1 = t1
@t1
jt1 = t=2

(9)

and

Together with (7), inequalities (7) and (7) imply that for any x 2 (0; t=2];
@ (t2 ; T2 )
@t2
jt2 = t=2

x

>

@ (t1 ; T1 )
@t1
jt1 = t=2 + x

A direct implication is that attention allocation (t1 ; t2 ) = (t=2; t=2) is preferred over any
attention allocation (t1 ; t2 ) = (t=2 + x; t=2

x) : QED
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